Commercially available deterministic polishing methods commonly induce excessive surface roughness, or grain decoration, on polycrystalline aspheres and freeforms. The excessive surface roughness causes optical scatter and limits optimal performance. In current work, a process developed at Optimax called VIBE Smoothing reduced the surface roughness after deterministic polishing from 80 Å rms to 20 Å rms, while maintaining the figure corrected form. This process enables production of high precision polycrystalline aspheres and freeforms.
Introduction 1.Grain Decoration
Commercially available techniques used to deterministically polish aspheres and freeforms from polycrystalline materials causes "grain decoration." Grain decoration is a surface texture caused by preferential polishing of certain grains and if not minimized, induces wide-angle scatter. A white-light interferometric image of a sub-aperture polished polycrystalline material illustrates this phenomenon called grain decoration. (Figure 1 ) The high regions (denoted as a positive z-height) are grains with slower polishing rates than the grains in low regions (denoted as a negative z-height), where the grain boundaries separate the two regions. It is postulated the different polishing rates arise from the random grain orientation of the material exposing different crystalline planes on the surface. Each exposed crystalline plane has slightly different material properties, which can correspond to different polishing rates. For example, depending on the indentation load, the A-plane of alumina is 10-30% harder than the C-plane.
[1] Thus, the grains oriented to expose the A-plane will polish at a slower rate than the C-plane oriented grains. It should also be mentioned that changes in polishing rate can be attributed to multiple different material properties and should be taken as a case by case basis. For example, a difference in hardness between grain orientations can be caused by an inherent variation in mechanical properties of specific crystalline planes or an advent of water reacting preferentially on one specific crystalline plane. 
Eliminating Grain Decoration
Grain decoration is not readily observed during spherical full-aperture traditional polishing using pitch tooling. It is believed the higher stiffness of pitch contributes to a microscopic "leveling" effect, since the pitch does not conform to the microscopic grain structure. Unfortunately, the high stiffness and low durability of pitch prevents its application on aspheric and freeform tooling and therefore its use in polishing and reducing grain decoration on aspheric and freeform shapes. To circumvent this aforementioned shortcoming, specialty tooling and a proprietary smoothing process called VIBE smoothing has been developed at Optimax. These advancements enable production of polycrystalline aspheres with reduced grain decoration while maintaining surface form. Furthermore, deterministic polishing methods generally leave residual mid-spatial frequency (MSF) form errors. Application of the VIBE smoothing step aids in reducing these MSF errors, in addition to reducing grain decoration.
VIBE Smoothing
Two key innovations define the VIBE smoothing process: 1) use of a full-aperture composite polishing tool and 2) application of a high frequency vibratory motion. (Figure 2) The composite polishing tool incorporates a stiff backing plate, a properly selected conformal layer, and a specially designed active layer. The stiff backing plate transmits pressure, the conformal layer ensures an even pressure distribution during the polishing motion, and the active layer provides the smooth surface and reduced grain decoration. The most difficult design aspect of the composite tooling is the active layer. It is essential for the active layer to have high stiffness in order to reduce grain decoration, while simultaneously being flexible enough to conform to the aspheric or freeform tooling. The use of a high frequency vibratory motion with short stroke lengths maintains surface form, along with the conformal layer in the polishing tool. Current work demonstrates the capabilities of VIBE smoothing to produce smooth polycrystalline aspheres out of ZnS, where similar results have been observed on a variety of other materials, such as ZnSe, ZnS-MS, and a magnesium aluminate spinel. 
Experimental
The diameter of the asphere was 32 mm and the departure from a best-fit sphere (BFS) of 47.767 mm was 250 µm (Figure 3) . Aspheric processing was used to fabricate the ZnS optic with the addition of a VIBE smoothing step at the end to reduce grain decoration and MSF errors. Surface form measurements were made using an ASI stitching interferometer. The process is schematically shown in Figure 4 . 
Results
The objective of the final VIBE smoothing step is to maintain surface form, while decreasing surface roughness and grain decoration. Before VIBE smoothing and after deterministic figure correction, the rms form-error was 0.216 µm with an average rms surface roughness of 79.3 Å. After VIBE smoothing, the rms form-error was preserved at 0.217 µm; however, the average rms surface roughness decreased significantly to < 20 Å. (Figure 5 ) Interferograms illustrating the change in surface roughness after VIBE smoothing are shown in Figure 6 , while images of the form corrected and smoothed ZnS asphere are shown in Figure 7 .
Figure 5 (left) rms form-error and (right) rms surface roughness after specific optical fabrication processes Figure 6 Interferograms showing the reduction in surface roughness before VIBE smoothing (or after deterministic figure correction) and after VIBE smoothing 
Conclusion
In conclusion, addition of VIBE smoothing as the final optical fabrication process yields highly smooth surfaces on polycrystalline aspheres, which ultimately reduces optical scatter and improves optical performance. The specific example in current work was on ZnS; however, similar results have been observed on other polycrystalline materials, such as ZnSe, ZnS-MS, and MgAl 2 O 4 spinel. 
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